Permanent treatment suture for the treatment of congenital nerve palsy of III nerve

Sutura de tração permanente para tratamento de paralisia congênita de III nervo
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ABSTRACT

Paralysis of the third cranial nerve represents the most complex and challenging paralytic squint. The cases of complete III nerve paralysis encourages the use of certain strabismus surgery techniques in order to keep eye in primary position of gaze. However, the therapeutic possibilities are limited and complex and the surgical treatment tends to hypocorrection and frequent recurrences in the long term. Complete and congenital involvement of the third cranial nerve requires surgeries for exotropia, hypotropia and ptosis. Among the surgical techniques already described, we choose a modification of the surgical technique of recession-resection, which occurred in a single surgical time, being suffice to achieve aesthetic objective. This paper reports the positive result of the maintenance of caruncle traction suture as surgical treatment of congenital III nerve paralysis.
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RESUMO

A paralisia do terceiro nervo craniano representa o estrabismo paralítico de tratamento mais complexo e desafiador. Os casos de paralisia completa III par incitam o uso de certas técnicas de cirurgia de estrabismo destinadas a manter o olho voltado para a posição primária do olhar (PPO). Entretanto, as possibilidades terapêuticas são limitadas e complexas e o tratamento cirúrgico tende a hipocorreção e recorrências frequentes a longo prazo. O envolvimento completo e congênito do terceiro nervo craniano requer cirurgias para a exotropia, hipotropia e ptose. Dentre as técnicas cirúrgicas já descritas, optou-se pela realização de uma modificação da técnica cirúrgica de recuo-ressecção, que deu-se em único tempo cirúrgico, sendo suficiente para alcançar o objetivo estético. Este trabalho relata o resultado positivoda manutenção de sutura de tração à carúncula para tratamento cirúrgico de estrabismo paralítico congênito de nervo oculomotor de longa data.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Congenital and isolated paralysis of the third nerve is rare, usually unilateral and may occur alone or in association with other neurological and systemic abnormalities. The most frequently mentioned mechanism is perinatal injury to the third peripheral nerve. However, they may be due to the congenital absence of the nerve and/or nucleus, and be followed by neurological dysfunctions. All patients have some degree of ptosis and an absence of the nerve and/or nucleus, and be followed by neurological dysfunctions. (1) All patients have some degree of ptosis and absence of the nerve and/or nucleus, and be followed by neurological dysfunctions. (1) All patients have some degree of ptosis and absence of the nerve and/or nucleus, and be followed by neurological dysfunctions. (1,2) The oculomotor nerve or third cranial nerve constitutes one of the most complex efferent pathways of the visual system. (3) It invigorates all extrinsic ocular muscles except the superior oblique and lateral rectus, and is considered the most important nerve for ocular motility. Complete paralysis of this nerve creates a clinical condition of complex presentation. This paralysis causes a marked exotropia, absence of vertical movements, mild hypotropia, intrusions, blepharoptosis, mydriasis, and accommodation paralysis. (4) In addition, the lateral rectus in the affected eye, unopposed to its action, will initially keep the eye in divergent position against the orbital static forces that try to bring it back to the center. (5,6)

Eventually, the lateral rectus will contract in this reduced position, and the orbital static forces affected by the orbital control ligaments will also adapt to the new position and prevent the eye from returning to the center. In order to maintain a cosmetically satisfactory result in this situation, it is necessary to minimize the action of the lateral rectus and make the aforementioned orbital static forces adapt to the new position of the eye. This can be achieved by using tensile sutures to keep the eye in the desired position long enough for this to happen, so that when the sutures are removed the eye will not diverge again. (9)

The present study reports the entire approach of a case of congenital paralysis of the third nerve, from the anamnesis, physical examination, surgical plan preparation, and surgical treatment (with description of the accomplishment of a technical modification) to the analysis of the result for the correction of strabismus resulting from this ocular pathology.

**CASE REPORT**

Female patient, 36 years old, born in São Luís - Maranhão, Brazil, with paralysis of III congenital cranial nerve, was followed by a general ophthalmologist and referred for strabismus. Patient reported strabismus and blepharoptosis since 6 months of age. No personal pathological or family history worth noting.

Cranium-encephalic computed tomography (CT), cranium-encephalic magnetic resonance imaging and of the orbits revealed no significant changes.

At the preoperative exam, the patient had BCVA (best corrected visual acuity) of 1.0 in the right eye (RE); Movement of hands in left eye (LE). Static Refraction: RE plane; +150Â esf. RE. Left pupil on average mydriasis with pupil slightly reactive to light, without other changes in the anterior segment, intraocular pressure of 10mmHg in both eyes.

The indirect binocular ophthalmoscopy exam under medicated mydriasis presented normal retina. Evidence showed XT 150 prismatic diopters (PD) in the primary position of the eye (Krimsky + Hirshberg) (Figure 1). At ocular motility examination: Left medial rectus hypofunction of -7, Left medial rectus hyperfunction of +4, Left upper rectus hypofunction of -4, and Left lower rectus hypofunction of -3. XT 90 DP (positive passive duction). The test of forces generated showed the absence of force when the patient was asked to adduce the LE, also in its elevation and depression. Finally, strength was only perceived when the patient was asked to abduct the LE, evidencing that only this muscle remained with its function preserved, which proved to be paralysis and non-paresis of the III cranial nerve on the left, in this particular case complete, since it was associated to blepharoptosis and mydriasis of the LE. It is probable that the function of the upper left oblique muscle was preserved, since it was innervated by the IV cranial pair. However, since the eye was abducted, it was not possible to evaluate it.

**Figure 1: Preoperative**

The surgery proposed and performed was the left lateral rectus recess of 8.0 mm + left medial rectus resection of 8.5 mm, along with definitive traction suture to the caruncle with mersilene (5.0). Then, 4 mg of subtenonian triamcinolone were injected. In this case, the suture fixation site was changed (fixation to the caruncle), and thus the patient remained with a permanent traction suture.

After 30 days of surgical procedure (Figure 2), the patient had: XT 12 PD and HoT LE of 10 PD, nine months after surgery: XT20 PD and HoT 10 PD in the LE.

**Figure 2: Thirty days after surgery**

The last evaluation 8 years after the procedure (Figures 3 and 4) showed BCVA: 1.0 RE; Movement of hands LE and J1 for near sight. With static refraction of +2.25 -1.50 cyl 15° RE and weight in LE (addition of +2.75 BE). XT of 10PD in the left eye in the primary position of the eyes (PPE). Duplications showed hypofunction of -2 RME and hypofunction of -2 RLE. Patient remains stable, satisfied with surgical outcome, without granuloma or yarn rejection.

**Figure 3: Eight years after surgery**
Daniell et al. concluded that supra-maximal horizontal recession-resection combined with traction sutures left over for six weeks is a procedure that restores the eye to PPE, becoming a procedure of choice in a case of fixed differential strabismus.

In the case described, we chose for a modification of the surgical technique usually employed, which took place in a single surgery, with fixation of the suture to the caruncle and its maintenance, which proved to be an effective technique modification to place the strabismic eye in the primary position when associated to the extensive recession-resection of the lateral and medial rectus muscles. There were no complications due to the maintenance of the traction suture, such as local infection, conjunctival hypertrophy, granuloma and cheese wiring effect, already described in temporary sutures and without the inconvenience of recurrence after removal.
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Figure 4: Eight years after surgery

DISCUSSION

Numerous studies in the literature agree that the goal of surgery is to achieve the best aesthetic result in PPE, which requires more than one surgical time, because the hypocorrection and recurrences are frequent in the long term. There is no adequate surgery to restore the sensorimotor balance, therefore, some authors recommend electing simple surgical procedures to avoid undesirable side effects with some more aggressive surgical techniques.

Several surgical approaches have been described to address this problem. Jackson was the first to suggest the transplant of the upper oblique tendon for insertion of the medial rectus. Scott suggested in 1977 a modification in which the upper oblique tendon is brought to a point 2 mm anterior to the median insertion of the upper rectum without trachelocotomy. Saunders and Rogers reported unsatisfactory results with the Scott procedure in four cases, either by inadequate horizontal alignment, postoperative hyper-deviation, or paradoxical eye movements. Gottlob, Catalano and Reinecke reported their results in 7 patients with superior oblique transposition and large lateral rectus recessions.

Surgery for complete third nerve paralysis may involve supra-maximal recession and resection. This can be combined with transposition of the superior oblique and approach of the contralateral eye.

Anchoring the eye medially using an orbital fascia or fascia lata graft was effective, but this surgical technique is difficult and highly invasive. In 1991, Kaufmann introduced lateral rectus muscle separation for complete oculomotor paralysis (variations of this technique have been described), describing 2 cases with total third and fourth paralysis. He divided the lateral rectus muscle and transposed its upper and lower halves to the retroequatorial point, 20 mm from the limbus, near the superior and inferior nasal vortex veins.

The use of traction sutures as a complement to strabismus surgery has a long history. Von Noorden cites descriptions of traction sutures by Dieffenbach in 1848 and Von Graefe in 1853. Later, Villaseca and Callahan described success cases with traction values left in situ for a few days. Khaier, Dawson and Lee described the use of traction sutures left in situ for six weeks in 33 patients with third nerve paralysis; an initial report of this procedure was published in 1996.

In the commonly described surgical technique, traction sutures are passed through the insertion of the upper and lower straight muscles besides the sclera and taken through the upper and lower fornices to the medial corner where they are brought to the surface through the skin. The sutures are then pulled to bring the eye into adduction, and then they are tied to plastic supports. In general, traction sutures are left in situ for six weeks.